
Welcome from Angela  

Dear Fellow Researchers, 

Hello and welcome to the second issue or our 

Women and Research newsletter for 2016!   

In recent weeks I’ve been running 

professional development workshops. Topics 

have included journal targeting, profile 

building and research impact.  In putting 

together the materials I realised that much of 

the focus on journal targeting is for a specific, 

limited period of time and related to a single 

project.  This project and its results need a 

home, so we’ll go for that journal.   

But what about identifying a suite of target 

journals and thinking about that suite in 

terms of our whole careers?   

Let’s consider someone looking to craft a 

narrative around being an expert in consumer 

culture theory (CCT) - an interdisciplinary field 

that is all about perspectives of, and 

approaches to understanding, consumption 

behaviour.   

A CCT researcher might consider their work in 

light of the Journal of Consumer Research, 

Journal of Macromarketing and the European 

Journal of Marketing (all top ranked), and 

Marketing Theory and Theory, Culture & 

Society (both high ranked).  Consumptions, 

Markets and Culture (while a B on the 

Australian Business Deans Council list, it has 

an impact factor of 2.7) and, from a 

sociological perspective, the Journal of 

Consumer Culture is also highly placed.  This 

list provides our CCT person’s starting point. 
Angela 

What I think many of us need to do is take the 

time to really think about where we are 

situating our entire body of work.   We need 

to think about our stock of work as an overall 

body of research.  And plan the appropriate 

“homes” for that entire body.  What are you 

trying to say with your research?  What key 

recognition are you aiming for?  What do you 

want to become known for?  Food for 

thought I hope. 

In this issue we hear from Dr Leonora Risse, 

RMIT University, about grit and 

determination. Leonora shares some of the 

lessons she has learned from being a long 

distance runner; a sport where tenaciousness 

and perseverance are hallmarks. 

Next we hear from Dr Nichola Robertson, 

Deakin University, on the subject of balance 

and her experiences returning from her 

second maternity leave.  Nichola provides us 

with the insights she has gained by juggling 

motherhood with research. 

Our issue is completed with a thought 

provoking piece from Professor Lisa Farrell, 

RMIT University.  Professor Farrell noticed she 

was receiving a lot of enquiries from staff 

wondering about taking maternity leave and 

she noticed how little knowledge expectant 

mothers had on administration and policy 

related information.   

In conclusion, let me say that this is our 

biggest ever issue!  I hope you enjoy it. 

Warm regards, 
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Parallels between 
physical endurance 
challenges and 
embarking on major 
research projects  

 
There exists a force that 
keeps us striving towards the 
finish line 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr Leonora Risse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The rewards for 
crossing the finish 
line...  
 
...must be rewarding for you 

 

It’s a fair comparison to say that undertaking 

any major research project is akin to a long 

haul endurance event. Climbing a mountain, 

running a marathon, hiking the Kokada trail, 

writing a PhD thesis: accomplishing any of 

these feats requires dedication, persistence, a 

willingness to make extreme sacrifices, and 

unyielding tenacity in the face of setbacks 

and obstacles.  

 

Admittedly, it also requires a dose of craziness 

to put yourself through any ordeal which you 

know is going to entail blood, sweat and tears 

(metaphorically and/or literally... marathon 

runners will know that it can even mean a lost 

toenail or two!). And yet, despite the 

intensity of the challenge, there exists a force 

that propels us to keep striving towards the 

“finish line”, to reach for that medallion of 

achievement that glitters beckoningly on the 

distant horizon. 

 

I draw the parallel between physical 

endurance challenges and embarking on a 

major research project because, having 

subjected myself to both types of challenges, 

I find it fascinating and insightful to reflect 

upon the personal qualities that both of these 

challenges demand of you. We all know that 

persisting with, and successfully 

accomplishing, a major piece of research 

entails so much more than simply calculating 

numbers and penning words on paper. Far 

more than simply an intellectual task, it’s a 

deeper mental, psychological challenge too, 

which requires the right philosophical 

armoury to optimise your chances of success. 

 

Recognising the similarities that exist 

between research work and physical 

endurance challenges lends itself to a deeper 

contemplation of the core attributes that are 

required to successfully accomplish any long 

haul project. It’s an invitation for you to 

engage in some personal reflection, to take 

stock of the attributes which you’ll need to 

draw upon from inside yourself, as your 

pursue your own research goals, as you strive 

to cross your own finish line, whatever your 

finish line might be.  

The rewards of crossing the finish line must 

be meaningful to you 

 

The more that I reflect upon the ingredients 

that determine success, the more I realise 

that the outcome of the accomplishment 

needs to have deep and genuine value to you. 

Occasionally I’ve come across PhD candidates 

who don’t really know what they want to 

write a thesis about, but just want the 

doctorate title. This concerns me, because, 

even if the doctorate title promises 

something of value to them, the product that 

they create, battle with and live with for the 

next few years of their lives — the thesis itself 

— seems unlikely to offer such a reward. 

Whenever I am asked to offer advice on the 

choice of thesis topic, I can’t emphasise 

enough the need to dive into the waters 

where your intrinsic interests and genuine 

passions lie. What is a cause you feel strongly 

about? If you could make one change or 

contribution to the world, what would that 

be? This is the reward that will have meaning, 

and ultimately generate fulfilment, for you. 

 

Of course the appeal of claiming the 

doctorate title also offers reward. Equally, 

claiming the right to call yourself a 

marathoner or a mountain climber is a 

reward. And the appeal of that thrill, and the 

subsequent rewards emerging from it, can 

certainly drive your energy and enthusiasm 

too. Yet there are thousands of long, hard 

hours between the starting line and that final 

reward. It is your intrinsic, authentic passion 

for the topic that you’re dedicating several 

years of your life to that will fuel your energy 

to endure the long haul when the tough times 

hit. 

 

On any given day when I’m going for a run as 

part of my training, the joy of running — the 

buzz of endorphins, the sense of freedom and 

accomplishment that flow through me as I 

run — is a reward in itself for me. When all of 

these little joys can add up to equipping me 

to run a marathon, then the reward of the 

marathon becomes an added bonus. 

 

One foot in front of the other... by Dr Leonora Risse 
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Think about 
reaching the next 
milestone  

 
Break up the total distance 
you have to travel into 
smaller steps and focus on 
completing each one, one by 
one 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Setbacks can be 
incredibly painful  
 
Think about responding 
tactically, use setbacks to set 
a new course, to implement 
wiser and better ways to do 
things 

 

 

 

Give credit to yourself for reaching each 

kilometre along the way 

 

It’s long way to that finish line, but the 

comforting news is that there are well-

deserved sources of gratification that can be 

gained along the way. On that marathon 

course, it can be awfully daunting to realise 

that I’m going to be pushing my body through 

a fair dose of exertion and pain over the next 

several hours. Instead, it’s a lot more 

comforting and energising to focus only on 

reaching the next ‘kilometre sign’ along the 

way. As the pain starts to hit towards the end, 

I simply start to focus on reaching the next 

water station, where little plastic cups can 

humbly offer immense relief and gratification, 

and refuel my energy. 

 

By breaking up the total distance into smaller 

steps and focusing on the completion of each 

little milestone along the way — confirmation 

of your mid-candidature, the completion of a 

chapter, even simply the finalisation of a 

section of a paper — the overall mission to 

write a thesis or complete a research project 

can feel a little less overwhelming. And you’re 

likely to find that these intermittent moments 

of accomplishment can really bolster your 

energy to keep striving onwards. 

 

And it is worth learning that solace can be 

found in focusing only on the present 

moment. While still holding on to your 

ultimate goal, concentrating only your 

immediate task removes the anxiety 

associated with thinking too far ahead. 

Whenever the path ahead seems too 

daunting or overwhelming, you can remain 

productive and energised by focusing only on 

“the present” instead. 

 

It’s all those hard hours of training that will 

empower you to cross the finish line at the 

end 

 

Those countless hours of training that 

runners clock up before an event are akin to 

the countless hours of meticulous planning 

and preparation that lay the foundation for 

any successful research project. There are no 

shortcuts. Behind the scenes, there will be 

countless piles of drafts which you’ll revise 

over and over again, thousands of pages 

which nobody will ever see when you hand 

over the final version of your thesis. There 

will be hours that you’ll spend agonising in 

front your computer screen, which nobody 

but yourself will ever know about. Yet these 

are an essential part of the process of finding 

your way to the finish line. This is the secret 

to how an athlete performs well on the day of 

their race — virtually all of the hard work has 

already been done in the months or even 

years of training and preparation beforehand. 

The payoff of all this hard work will eventually 

shine though on race day. 

 

There will be injuries along the way 

 

There will be days when the statistical 

regressions don’t work properly. When you 

find a miscalculation in the data and have to 

repeat your models all over again. When your 

receive advice that you need to redo or add 

another entire section to your paper. When a 

journal submission that you’ve poured your 

heart and soul into gets rejected.  

 

These setbacks, like the physical injuries 

suffered by athletes, can be incredibly painful 

at the time. But they can teach us helpful 

lessons. When athletes suffer a pulled 

muscle, it prompts them to reconsider how 

well they are looking after their body, and 

whether they need to change their running 

practice in order to strengthen this weak 

muscle or to rebalance aspects of their 

training. Similarly, setbacks in research should 

prompt us to respond tactically, and steer us 

towards implementing wiser and better ways 

of doing things. Such lessons may seem like a 

short-term setback, but are ultimately a 

vehicle to longer-term improvement.  

 

There will be moments filled with fear and 

doubt 

 

Beyond external setbacks, impediments will 

arise from within your own mind. One of the 

biggest psychological hurdles to face, in any 

long haul challenge, are those moments of 

fear and self-doubt which bubble up from 

within. Moments when your belief in your 

own ability starts to waver and apprehension 

about the prospect of failing this challenge 
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Face your fears 
head on!  

 
If you do, look where you can 
end up! 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

starts to swell. That voice of anxiety and 

interrogation in your mind can pipe up: Am I 

smart enough to do a PhD? Am I fit enough to 

complete this 42km? Am I strong enough to 

handle this ordeal? Am I even good enough 

to be here? 

 

I faced these paralysing moments of fear 

head-on in my lead-up to the Paris Marathon 

earlier this year. Firstly, my thoughts were 

plagued with horrific news of the tragic 

terrorist attacks in Europe that occurred only 

weeks before I was due to arrive in Paris. The 

sparks of eager anticipation and excitement 

that previously buoyed my spirits were now 

swallowed up by fear. To overcome this voice 

of fear and doubt, I had to repeatedly tell 

myself that “fear is the opportunity to prove 

how brave you are”. This mantra echoed 

through my mind as I stood there on the 

starting line. Then, during the marathon, 

unexpected cramps set in, triggering the 

anxiety that I had travelled 16,781 kilometres 

to the other side of the globe, and yet might 

not make the last few kilometres it to the 

finish line! So I tried to respond rationally, 

adjusting my stride length to minimise the 

risk that my leg would cramp up completely, 

and powered on. Slower than planned but at 

least crossing the finish line. Gritting my 
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teeth, I also adjusted my mantra to “pain is 

the opportunity to prove how strong you 

are!” 

 

That voice of fear and doubt can also pipe up 

and ask you: “Am I totally crazy for doing 

this?” In the midst of running for hours in 

Melbourne’s chilly winter days, when 

everyone else was tucked away indoors, I 

pretty much accepted that yes, this was crazy. 

But then I reasoned that crazy is a label that 

other people tend to give you, when they are 

amazed by what is actually just boldness and 

bravery. And that sometimes it takes crazy, 

daring, adventurous people in this world to 

achieve great things.  

 

Despite running solo, you’ll need your coach 

and cheerleaders 

 

It would be a battle for an athlete to attempt 

to embark on a marathon completely on their 

own. Moral support from friends, technical 

advice from coaches, stories from fellow 

marathoners who can share their 

experiences, all have a vital role to play. 

When I was running down the cobblestoned 

streets of Paris, I pictured my family and 

friends who had supported me, some of 

whom were following my route through the 

live online GPS system. I knew that I couldn’t 

give up, because they would wonder why the 

little green dot indicating my position on the 

map had stopped! So I used this as fuel to tell 

myself I had to keep running.  

 

Equally, your supervisors and colleagues will 

be your coach and cheerleaders, providing 

support for you along the course of your PhD 

or research project. One of the most 

accommodating things that friends and family 

can do to support you is to readily accept the 

fact that you’ll often have to make sacrifices 

in how you allocate your time and energy. As 

long as they also understand how much your 

long-term goal means to you, they will 

happily forgo the chance to go out socialising 

with you on weekends in exchange for the 

delight of cheering for you at your graduation 

ceremony. Believe in the ones who have faith 

in you. And, should there be any who express 

doubt in your capacity to make it, use this as 

fuel to your fire to prove them wrong. 

Picture the home stretch 

 

A curious thing can happen as the finish line 

slowly comes into sight. Despite the withered 

energy levels, fatigued muscles, parched lips, 

aching limbs and blistered feet, something 

magical can transpire as the finish line 

approaches. Whether out of necessity or 

excitement, the human body has a 

mysterious ability to find another well of 

energy from deep within. A kick of adrenalin 

that can even make you speed up to a sprint 

towards the end. I have even witnessed a 

fellow marathon runner at the end of the 

Melbourne Marathon, having just battled 

through 42.2km, perform a full cartwheel 

over the finish line!  

 

Visualising yourself running down that home 

stretch, or stepping up on the graduation 

stage to receive your PhD certification, can be 

a powerful source of positive energy. I 

pictured these moments many times. Then 

when the moment finally arrives, the 

happiness of realising that this dream has 

transpired into reality, makes your smile even 

wider. 

 

Of course, for many of us, hiking Mount 

Everest or signing up for the next Melbourne 

Marathon is not necessarily on the to-do list. 

These extreme examples provide highly vivid 

analogies, yet the parallels can certainly apply 

to any other pursuits that you take on in your 

life, no matter how big or small they might 

seem. And we need not confine ourselves to 

applying this mindset to only physical 

endurance activities. Whenever we are 

pushing our boundaries, venturing outside of 

our comfort zone, we are taking on a 

challenge which requires strength and 

persistence. 

 

The “finish line” simply represents the 

completion of the challenge that you’re 

courageously pursuing, whatever that might 

personally constitute for you. No matter how 

fast or slow, every step is a step of discovery, 

learning, progress and achievement. To get 

through those seemingly endless kilometres, 

there is one mantra that I consistently rely on 

to remind me that patience, perseverance 

and determination are the key... “As long as 
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Just keep putting 
one foot in front of 
the other  

 
You are getting somewhere 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr Nichola Robertson  

 

you keep putting one foot in front of the 

other, you’re getting somewhere.” 

 

Dr Leonora Risse obtained her PhD in 

Economics from The University of Queensland 

in 2008. After gaining five years of industry 

experience working as an applied Senior 

Research Economist at the Australian 

Productivity Commission, she is now working 

in teaching and research roles in the School of 

Economics, Finance and Marketing at RMIT 

University. She has had papers published in 

the fields of labour economics, population 

economics and the economics of psychology. 

When not researching, she enjoys the 

beautiful leafy running tracks that weave 

through Melbourne’s Botanical Gardens and 

along the Yarra River. Her most scenic running 

route to date, however, was running down the 

Champs-Élysées, along the Seine and past the 

Eiffel Tower, while running the Marathon de 

Paris in April this year. 
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“I love the sense of teamwork.” 

It's been three months since I returned to 

Deakin University following my second 

maternity leave. I have two daughters, a four-

year old and a one-year old. I have loved 

returning to work following both periods of 

maternity leave. Although I often have pangs 

of mother guilt, I choose to balance my work 

life and my family life. I would like to share 

with you some takeaways based on my 

experience thus far. I hope that other female 

academics with children will share their 

suggestions too. Please be mindful that I am 

only a very short way down the shared path 

of being an academic and a mother.  

 

Achieving balance: focus in all activities  

 

As an academic working in the field of 

services marketing, I try to focus, wherever 

possible, all of my academic activities, i.e., 

research, teaching and service, within this 

domain. For example, my publications have 

mainly been in service journals and/or on 

service-related topics and my research 

students’ theses are service-themed. I also sit 

on two editorial boards for service journals 

and I try to keep my reviewing activities 

limited to papers on service-related topics. 

Where possible, I prefer to teach Services 

Marketing and Consumer Behaviour that also 

Balance is a choice by Dr Nichola Robertson 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is easy to be 
pulled in different 
directions  

 
Identify synergies to achieve 
economies of scale 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

best fit with my research expertise. My 

service activities, such as media interviews, 

are related to services marketing also, e.g., I 

have been interviewed several times for 

Choice Magazine on the topic of customer 

service.  

 

As academics, research projects, teaching and 

service activities are often presented to us 

that are new and exciting and we can be 

easily pulled in different directions. At this 

point in my life with small children, I am 

trying to focus my activities, wherever 

possible. I aim to identify synergies between 

my research, teaching and service to achieve 

economies of scale.  

 

Balance by saying no 

 

Leading on from my prior point on being 

focused, this also means saying no to some 

things, which potentially means that you miss 

out on opportunities. Unfortunately, I have 

never been overly good at saying no, but now 

juggling being a mum and my career I have 

found that learning to say no is important, 

particularly if I want to be focused in my 

academic activities. I also have an informal 

mentor who I sometimes consult before I say 

no to things if I am feeling unsure and/or 

guilty about saying no. He is an excellent 

person to bounce things off and it can make it 

easier when it comes to saying no if I know 

that I have his support. 

 

Balance by setting realistic expectations 

 

I think that it is important to have realistic 

expectations of yourself so that you don’t 

disappoint yourself; don’t have somebody 

else’s expectations of you. For example, 

things such as being promoted can take 

longer. But, you are more likely to be 

accepting of this, rather than beating yourself 

up, if you have realistic expectations of 

yourself.  

 

From the perspective of one’s research team, 

it is also critical that expectations are clearly 

articulated amongst all team members. And 

all members of the team need to have a clear 

picture of each other’s capabilities, working 

arrangements, timeframes, etc. before setting 

these expectations. 

 

Balance by seeking support  

 

I am very fortunate that I have a supportive 

(main) research partner, Dr Lisa McQuiken, 

who is also a mother (be it of much older 

children) and now a grandmother. Lisa has 

always been understanding and flexible and 

has shouldered some of my load while I was 

on maternity leave, e.g., by leading our 

research projects. The other great thing 

about Lisa’s and my research partnership is 

that we have different strengths and 

weaknesses; Lisa’s strengths help to cancel 

out my weaknesses and vice versa. This works 

well when planning and executing research 

projects.  

 

I am also currently a staff member of a 

University, Faculty and Department that is 

supportive of women who return from 

maternity leave. There are many women 

(including those with children) at Deakin 

University in senior positions, which is 

inspiring. Deakin has (for the ninth year in a 

row) been awarded Employer of Choice for 

Gender Equality. Since I returned from leave 

in January 2016 I have found that my Head of 

Department and all of my colleagues have 

been particularly helpful and understanding. 

For example, I indicated a preference not to 

teach evening classes, for obvious reasons, 

and my colleagues were accepting and 

supportive of this. Within reason, it is 

important to be honest as to what you can 

and cannot do when you are a working 

mother. You will find that generally people 

are empathetic and willing to help you out!  

 

I am also fortunate to have a supportive 

husband who shares the housework and 

childcare. I could not work full-time without 

his support! So, finding support networks at 

work and at home is critical for balance. And 

my plan this year is to find the right female 

mentor (with children) who I can draw on as 

another source of support and inspiration.  

 

Balance by outsourcing  

 

As we are older parents of young children, 

both my husband’s parents and mine are also 
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Balance is a choice  

 
Being a focused academic 
requires planning, setting 
realistic expectations and 
utilising support networks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

obviously older too and not readily available 

to often help out. I am very fortunate that we 

have selected a wonderful childcare centre on

-campus. Without this amazing service I 

would be unable to work full-time. Although 

we ended up selecting a childcare service on-

campus, prior to choosing this service we 

conducted in-depth research on childcare 

centres close to where we live and also near 

the University. I personally enjoy working in 

the office, so choosing the childcare centre on

-campus was due to its high quality and its 

convenient location.  

 

I have a house cleaner who comes to clean 

once a fortnight. Outsourcing some cleaning 

is really helpful, especially for time-

consuming jobs like scrubbing bathrooms and 

all of the floors. This frees me up on the 

weekends to spend quality time with my 

family and helps to reduce my feelings of 

mother guilt, as I am not spending long hours 

on the weekends cleaning. 

 

Balance by quality time 

 

I religiously pick up my girls from childcare by 

5:30pm, and I dedicate my time at home to 

them when they are awake. I also try not to 

work a lot on weekends. When I am working I 

try to be as focused as possible, and I don't 

waste time at work or when working from 

home. Indeed, they say that if you want 

something done, ask a busy person! Most 

parents I am sure would agree that you 

become more efficient when you have 

children. 

 

I also try to have quality time working out at 

the gym (aerobics classes) two to three times 

per week. This is great for my physical and 

mental health, and gives me some quality 

time alone too.  

 

Balance by “fit” 

 

I also believe that I find balance in working for 

a University that is also balanced. Although 

excellence in research is important, staff are 

also rewarded for good quality teaching and 

for their service activities. So, for balance I 

believe that you need to choose a University 

that best “fits” you. And, of course, doing 

good research and teaching are not mutually 

exclusive activities and you should let these 

activities feed off each other to do well in 

both.  

 

So, my key takeaway is that balance is a 

choice. I choose to be a focused academic 

who sometimes says no, sets realistic 

expectations and utilises support networks at 

work and at home to get the most out of my 

time.  
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Considering 
maternity leave?  

 
Be prepared! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a line manager for about 35 academics, I 

have often been called upon for advice by 

staff when they find out they will be taking 

parental/maternity leave. In these discussions 

it is usually apparent how little knowledge 

expectant mothers have of their University’s 

Policies and Procedures in relation to 

maternity leave. This problem can be 

compounded by a lack of awareness of the 

parental leave policy by managers. Hence 

there is commonly inadequate knowledge 

transfer, in mentoring sessions and annual 

reviews, around preparation for maternity 

leave. Moreover, the timing of these sessions 

does not necessarily coincide with the point 

in time when a staff member is aware that 

she will be taking maternity leave. As a 

mother of two young girls I have experience 

of taking maternity leave while managing a 

career in Higher Education: once in Ireland 

and a second time in Australia. In this article I 

will briefly comment on the institutional 

aspects of taking maternity leave. Aspects of 

work planning and some more personal 

thoughts on how to manage your CV during 

this stage of your career and life will follow in 

a subsequent article in due course.  

 

In Australia, the FAIR WORK ACT - Section 72

(3) (a) (i) states that the period of leave may 

start up to 6 weeks before the expected date 

of birth of the child, or earlier if the employer 

and employee so agree. However it must not 

start later than the date of the birth of the 

child. Further, Section 73(1) provides that if a 

pregnant employee continues to work during 

the 6 week period before the expected date 

of birth of the child the employer may ask the 

employee to give the employer a medical 

certificate.  

 

As soon as you know you are pregnant it is 

important to find out what your institution’s 

maternity leave policy is. Often it is as simple 

as browsing your staff webpages or making a 

phone call to Human Resources (HR). It is 

important to discuss your due date and 

possible leave dates with HR so that they can 

inform you of your entitlements in 

preparation for conversations with your Head 

of School (HoS) and manager. Your HoS and 

line managers will need to know the date that 

your maternity leave is expected to begin so 

that they can start planning for your period of 

absence.   

 

Many mums-to-be at the start of their 

pregnancy believe they will work close to 

their due date in order to maximise the time 

they have with their child after the birth, 

before they return to work. Experience has 

shown me that once they reach six weeks 

prior to the due date most are more than 

happy to start their leave. This suggests that it 

is wise to plan to be released from your 

duties (especially teaching duties) at around 

six weeks prior to your due date. Once you 

are on maternity leave it is best not to come 

into your office. However, under the Paid 

Parental Leave scheme you have the option, if 

you and your employer agree, to keep in 

touch with your workplace without losing 

your Parental Leave Pay. You can access up to 

10 Keeping in Touch days from when you 

become your child’s primary carer until the 

end of your Paid Parental Leave period. You 

can’t access a Keeping in Touch day within the 

first two weeks of the birth of your child. If 

you request or suggest a Keeping in Touch day 

and it’s more than two weeks after the birth, 

you can participate if your employer agrees. 

Your employer can’t ask you to participate in 

a Keeping in Touch day within the first six 

weeks after the birth or adoption. See 

https://www.humanservices.gov.au/

customer/enablers/keeping-touch-your-

workplace-while-receiving-parental-leave-

pay. 

 

If your maternity leave starts during semester 

teaching times it is not your responsibility to 

complete your semester’s teaching load 

before you leave; your managers will need to 

organise alternative arrangements for your 

lectures and classes. I have known staff who 

have attempted to cram in the last few topics 

in their last lectures prior to the end of the 

semester, this is not good for the students’ 

experience or the staff member’s wellbeing. I 

have also known of staff members offering to 
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Work with your 
managers  

 
Ensure a smooth transition 
for you, your department and 
your students 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

What will do at the 
end of your 
maternity leave?  

 
It is important to plan this 
stage as well 

 

intensive teach over weekends in order to 

finish their semester’s teaching before they 

go on leave. If you are taking leave your 

Institution has a responsibility to cover your 

teaching during this time so you should not 

feel obliged to offer to complete your 

teaching duties prior to starting your 

maternity leave. However, professional 

standards suggest it is important to work with 

your managers to ensure a smooth transition 

for your students. We all worry about our 

student evaluations if we don’t complete the 

semester’s teaching, so be on the ball here. 

Get in touch with the division of your 

Institution that gathers student evaluation 

results and ensure the score for your 

interrupted semester is recorded 

appropriately. Further, you will always have 

an opportunity to note incomplete semesters 

of teaching in any promotion or external job 

application, so keep records. 

 

Should you be unwell during your pregnancy 

(prior to the start of your parental leave) and 

need to take leave due to illness, this is 

classed as standard sick leave, not as 

maternity leave. However, if this illness occurs 

during the 6 weeks lead up to the due date, 

you might need to consider commencing your 

maternity leave (if the illness is pregnancy 

related). In these circumstances you should 

seek HR’s advice and consult with your 

managers. It is sensible to make sure that you 

know in advance how many days of paid sick 

leave you are currently entitled to and your 

Institutional requirements for taking sick 

leave. Once your paid sick leave is exhausted 

it is possible to take unpaid sick leave. You 

may also have private income insurance that 

you can draw from for extended periods of 

sick leave. You should check with your HR 

department about the procedures at your 

Institution for requesting time to attend 

medical appointments: there are lots of these 

to be attended during a pregnancy! Most 

Institutions request that, where possible, 

medical appointments should be attended 

early in the morning or later in the day so 

staff can start later or finish early in order to 

attend appointments; during lunch is also an 

option.  

 

Pregnancy is a time in life where many 

uncertainties are present and we (are forced 

to) restructure our work and home lives. 

Many staff worry about their return to work 

date which is set once they file their 

maternity leave. They are concerned that 

they might not want to return to work or may 

want to return part-time. These decisions do 

not need to be made until after the baby is 

born so they are not valid reasons to delay 

processing a maternity leave request. Most 

Institutions will contact you prior to your 

return to work to prompt you to think about 

any changes you may wish to make to that 

arrangement. Academic and professional staff 

usually are required to notify their manager 

of their intention to return to work after a 

period of parental leave in writing and at least 

four weeks prior to the leave expiry, although 

there are variations: at RMIT, Vocational 

Education staff are required to provide twelve 

weeks’ written notice to the University of 

their intention to return to work. In any case, 

the more notice the staff member can 

provide, the better their manager and others 

can ensure arrangements are in place for a 

smooth transition back to work.  

 

At the end of your maternity leave, you have 

several options:  

 Take annual leave (subject to approval) 

 Take leave without pay (subject to 

approval)  

 Apply for flexible work arrangements 

and return part-time temporarily or 

 Resign from your position. 

 

Once you have decided what you wish to do, 

you need to let HR and your managers know 

so that the necessary paperwork can be 

completed within the requisite time frame. 

Having selected one of these options, if it 

turns out that the arrangement is not working 

as well as expected, then you can request a 

meeting with your HoS to discuss further 

changes to your working arrangements. Many 

Higher Education employers also offer Return 

to Work schemes for academic staff and it is 

important to check with HR to see what is on 

offer to you in this regard at your Institution. 

It is important to factor such schemes into 

your return to work plans. 

 

The best advice I can give is to process your 
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Plan  

 
You need to work out your 
timeframe and retain control 
at a time when there will be 
rapid change 
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Maternity Leave early. This allows you to 

understand the timeframe you are working to 

and puts some control back into your life at a 

time when things can be changing rapidly and 

can seem overwhelming. Many staff I have 

mentored experienced a huge sense of relief 

once they had their maternity leave 

paperwork processed and understood the 

timeline ahead of them.  

Please note that the processes described in 

the article are those which are common to 

maternity leave schemes in Australian 

Universities but should not be taken as facts. 

It is important to get the right information for 

your own Institutions. This article is intended 

for the purpose of awareness and general 

guidance only. The author takes no 

responsibility for any person’s actions.    

What is this thing called impact by Dr Angela R. Dobele 
The Australian Research Council (ARC), which 

is an Australian Government Commonwealth 

entity, defines impact as: “demonstrable 

contribution that research makes to the 

economy, society, culture, national security, 

public policy or services, health, the 

environment, or quality of life, beyond 

contributions to academia”.  It is a broad 

definition and I wonder how many of us are 

realising the full potential of our research 

impact? 

 

Why is this so important?  Because the 

academic landscape is not just about 

publishing or risking the perish part of that 

analogy.  The axiom has shifted to publish and 

promote, or perish.   

 

A broad perspective of impact is to think 

about your research beyond the contributions 

it makes to academia.  For example, what 

demonstrable contributions can you show for 

the economy, society, national security, 

culture, public policy or the environment, 

health or quality of life? 

 

Translating your research, showing the impact 

that it is having at theoretical, practical and 

societal levels, is critical.  Assessing the 

impact of academic research is a hot topic for 

the higher education sector.  The driving force 

behind raising such a question of impact is 

the belief amongst policy makers that if the 

public fund the research then the research 

must at least have some direct, tangible 

benefit for society. 

 

As we move forward, with these demands for 

excellence in research, increasing competition 

in the market place and greater need for 

accountability, showing impact can become a 

significant tool for managing our research 

programs, defining our research legacy and 

developing new projects.   

 

Thinking about the impact of our research 

encourages us to build a consultative 

approach into our research. Having to 

implement impact reporting for stakeholders 

means we are thinking about stakeholders 

when crafting research projects and 

programs.   

 

It may even lead to a more consultative 

approach with stakeholders and from this 

approach comes the potential for additional 

collaborations and new ways of thinking. 

 

Exciting times are afoot!  Please get in contact 

with me and share your impact stories. 


